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RADIO-CARBON DATING
SELF-EVALUATION AND ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT
How will the stars get to the top at CBS?
The world's brainiest elevators are going
into the new CBS Headquarters building
in New York. They're Westinghouse Se-
lectomatic Mark IV's.
They "think" their way to your floor.
On 16 new Westinghouse elevators.
They don't believe in keeping you waiting
for needless trips to top or bottom. They'd
rather wait for you somewhere in-between.
When you ring, an electronic brain sends
them instantly to your floor.
Westinghouse Mark IV elevators get to
you 30% sooner than the most efficient
elevators ever could before. That's why
they're the quickest way to the top at CBS
—and 163 other buildings across America.
You can be sure if it's Westinghouse
For information on a career at Westinyr uuse, an equal opportunity employer,
write L. H. Noggle, Westinghouse Educational Department, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221.
Another of your future's many facets at Monsanto
With a company growing as fast as Monsanto (annual sales quadrupled to a hefty
$1.2 billion in little more than a decade), design of new plants, equipment and
systems has never been so important. Engineers are needed to apply their skills
and knowledge . . . in known and unknown areas . . . to help us manufacture the
new and improved products that move Monsanto ahead-500 new products in the
last 10 years.
We can show you what this means in terms of increased professional opportunity
. . . how Monsanto's continuing expansion affords more and interesting growing
room for you.
See your Placement Director to arrange for an interview when we visit your campus
soon. Or write today for our brochure, "Your Future and Monsanto," to Manager,
Professional Recruiting, Dept. CM 64, Monsanto, St. Louis, Missouri 63166.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
AMERICA'S OLDEST ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINE IN
CONTINUOUS MONTHLY PUBLICATION — 1891-1965
IN THIS ISSUE
"Radio-Carbon Dating" by Elmer Guerri is a dis-
cussion and explanation of the carbon-14 method of
dating the artifacts of archeological discoveries. The
discovery, present uses, and future possibilities of the
method are related beginning on page 8.
Chuck Risch's survey dealing with the nonintel-
lectual, nonapptitude, and personality factors that in-
fluence the male college student is contained in his
article entitled "Self-Evaluation and Academic Achieve-
ment." Turn to page 14.
COVER NOTE
This month's cover is by Jeff Brugos, a Junior E.E., and is
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The Dean's Corner 
VALUE JUDGEMENTS
A technical student, rather completely immersed
in scientific pursuits, often develops a definite aversion
to any commitment on human values or issues. Well-
structured orderliness in the physical universe appeals
strongly to young minds first discovering for them-
selves the logic and precision of fundamental concepts
in mathematics, physics and chemistry. Even in a rela-
tively complex problem, once the interrelations of the
physical entities are clearly perceived, an intense satis-
faction is derived from the absolute "repeatability" and
the stark, unyielding simplicity of the "right" answer.
Some men on the Rose campus feel uneasy in the
knowledge that no such "unambiguity" pertains to
problems requiring value judgements. When scientific
principles are applied to develop sound solutions to
problems representing real needs of human beings,
answers are many and varied. The choice of the "op-
timum" answer may depend as much on one's ethical
orientation as on the technical factors.
Thus, taking some simple examples from problems
which plague larger communities, air pollution pre-
sents a dilemma. By governmental edict, should the
cost to the individual citizen of his automobile be sub-
stantially increased in order to abate the nuisance of
smog and fumes? Or, in another instance, should the
designer of a large coal-burning electric generating sta-
tion omit from the smoke stack all specialized equip-
ment for consuming smoke and for removing fly ash?
If he does omit it, people in the immediate vicinity of
the plant may suffer rather severely—but the price per
kilowatt hour to all customers served by the plant can
be reduced. Conversely, inclusion of equipment to re-
duce air pollution can be an expensive way (for a
large number of people) to abate an annoyance to
just a few of the plant's neighbors.
Who should decide issues involving such value
judgements? Clearly something is demanded beyond
the usual competence of the expert technician or the
elected official. Our leaders in government and in edu-
cation are perceiving more clearly that a combination
of three elements is required in the education of truly
competent "decision makers" for such tasks. The first
of these ingredients is a solid grounding in the funda-
mental principles of mathematics and the sciences—a
necessary foundation for precise analytical thinking.
The second necessary element is a substantial intro-
duction to design and synthesis—the art of combin-
ing or putting together elements to fill a need or to
perform a useful function—this is the converse of an-
alysis. The third vital ingredient is a liberal educa-
tion in the history, literature, philosophy and institu-
tions of our society—a framework to provide a valid
scale for ethical judgement.
Dr. R. W. Hamming, Head of the Numerical
Methods Research Department, Bell Telephone Lab-
oratories, has stated this problem clearly and compact-
ly. Speaking before the Engineering College Honors
Dinner at Syracuse University last March he said, re-
garding "Science" and "Engineering":
"Traditionally these were quite distinct kinds of
activity. Science was concerned mainly with new
results while engineering was concerned mainly
with the use of what was already known. An aver-
age engineer could master these fields and then
expect to apply this knowledge to various situations
the rest of his life. True, there were a few eneineers
who tried fundamentally new things and who did
contribute new ideas, but the bulk of engineering
was the application of old knowledge.
"At present, of course, there is no such clear dif-
ference; engineering treads so closely on the heels of
science that sometimes it even leads! If I had to
make a distinction applicable these days, I would say
that science mainly concerns itself with facts and
theories, while engineering includes value judge-
ments. In some respects it is much easier to teach
facts and theories than it is to teach the art of weigh-
ing conflicting, and often rather intangible, values,
and how to decide on a final course of action. Thus,
we find today that many engineering schools are
teaching science and are evading the somewhat
harder topic of the art of making value judgements."
It is precisely in this latter area that Rose Poly-
technic is striving mightily to strengthen its whole
educational program. The new Humanities program,
now well under way, followed from a determination to
face up to the difficult problem of providing every stu-
dent with his own yardsticks for intangible human
values and qualities. He needs this dimension, in ad-
dition to the indispensable technical competence, in





It gives me pleasure in my last editorial to call to
the attention of the staff and students of Rose, the list
of new staff heads for the Rose Technic, as posted on
the bulletin board. These men will provide for you
your monthly issue of the Technic. These men have
the experience and creativity to make the forthcoming
issues among the best in the magazine's 73 year his-
tory.
The operation of the Technic, year to year, is fasci-
nating to watch. Yearly, and more usually every six
months, the Technic is completely reorganized, new
policies are advocated, and new management installed.
Significantly, the magazine continues in a form that
is basically similar to all issues that have preceded it.
A contrast to this situation was painfully evident
to me when I first entered the Institute ,as a freshman.
The Institute was at that time without a President.
Frankly, it appeared to me that the simple day to day
operation of the college was so burdensome, that the
enthusiasm I had expected to find in such a small
engineering college was nonexistent. Thankfully, I
have seen the emergence of a new school spirit. I
would list as examples signalling this new spirit the
following items: the expansion of enrollment and
campus building programs, the publication of the Rose
Philosophy, the significant increase in average teach-
er's salaries, the tremendous growth rate of the over-
all school operating budget, the creation of the Board
of Associates, the increase in Guidance services, the
increased emphasis on athletics and recreation, the
remodeling of the main building, and the Faculty's
acceptance of the Student Body Constitution. The list
could be extended, but these are just the high points
accomplished in five years.
Unfortunately the Faculty and Administration's
spirit is not matched by that of the students. For in-
stance, until the past two weeks, the school newspaper
seems to have been unable to survive the removal of
only two of its staff members way back in September.
Many of the clubs at Rose have members that have
shrunk to less than ten. Certainly the Technic does
not have enough people to put out as good a magazine
as possible. These situations are occurring at a time
when enrollment is at a new high.
Judiciously chosen outside activities never hurt any-
one and in fact have been the basis for excellent job
opportunities and a more profound education for most.
Why don't you start the second semester off right by




Don't miss the boat!
The boat is the Navy's Hydroskimmer, powered by four 1100-horsepower
gas turbines built by the Solar Division of International Harvester.
More significantly, the skimmer is a symbol of new opportunities at
IH—the company that is also developing gas turbine power for tractors and
trucks—the company that is already number one in heavy-duty trucks,
farm tractors and equipment—that is building new plants on six continents
to serve customers in 144 countries of the free world.
We are also growing in construction equipment and steel production.
Research and engineering expenditures arc becoming one of our
largest budget items.
We need mechanical, electrical, chemical, metallurgical, agricultural,
ceramic and general engineers. Check your Placement Office now for a date
to see an IH representative when he visits your campus. If interviews are
not scheduled, write directly to the Supervisor of College Relations,
International Harvester Company, 180 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, Ill.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER
An Equal Opportunity Employer





The matter of time is of central
importance to the sciences of geo-
logy, anthropology, and archeology;
and it is a significant factor in many
others, such as meteorology and
oceanography. By knowing the ab-
solute time of specific occurrences,
it is possible to calculate the heat
flow from the ocean floor, the rate
of oil formation, or to define past
epochs of mountain building or ore
deposition.
The only methods of measuring
geological time involve the pheno-
menon of radioactivity in one way
or another. Up to a few years ago,
methods were known, such as the
decay of uranium into lead, which
made it possible to make age deter-
minations from the beginning of
early history to about 10,000,000
years ago.
This was satisfactory for ancient
rocks, but it did not help the glacial
geologist, the student of geological
by Elmer A. Guerri, Sr. Chem.
Al
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processes, or the archeologist. The
thing that was most needed was a
method that started in the present
and could go back through the last
tens of thousands of years. One par-
ticular item of interest to the arche-
ologist was the fact that the mater-
ial in the method used had to be
directly associated with the artifacts.
The material had to be so common
that it came in contact with all things
that existed at the time the artifact
was buried. The carbon-14 method
of dating seemed to be custom made
for this job.
This paper's purpose is to discuss
the carbon-14 method of dating and
to explain it thoroughly from its
discovery to its future possibilities.
DISCOVERY
Living things have contained the
radioactive isotope carbon-14 for
tens of thousands of years, but no-







Age. It was Dr. Willard F. Libby of
the University of Chicago's Institute
for Nuclear Studies who worked out
the intricate system of radiocarbon
dating.
For more than twenty years Dr.
Libby had been interested in mea-
suring the radioactivity of certain
elements, but until 1946 neither he
nor anybody else was able to find
a single atom of carbon-14 in nature.
In 1947 Dr. Libby actually esti-
mated how much carbon-14 could be
found on the earth. The following
year he was proved right. Carbon-
14 was found to be a part of every
living thing.
With this discovery, Dr. Libby
was all set to build his atomic time-
clock. After a few tests on ancient
charcoal, he was ready to check the
system's accuracy by testing some-
thing with a known age.
The directors of the Chicago Mu-
seum of Natural History had such
8
confidence in the professor that they
gave him a piece of a priceless Egyp-
tian relic. After dating this sample
of a known age he had obtained re-
sults with an error of only 129 years.
This was very accurate for any sys-
tem that depended on radioactivity
for its basic theory.
This first date by Dr. Libby open-
ed the door for scientists everywhere
to a new era in dating things of the
past. This meant that men could
now tell by modern scientific re-
search when mountains were form-
ed, when caves were occupied by
prehistoric man, when the great oil
pools were actually formed, and
many other dates of specific occurr-
ances.
IMPORTANCE
Carbon-14 has been very import-
ant to the sciences of archaeology,
geology, and oceanography. Many
problems have been solved and many
explanations have been given con-
cerning the matter of time in man's
development, the processes by which
our world was formed, and the ef-
fects the ocean has had on the evolu-
tion of life through the ages.
"Why it is that archaeologists to-
day", to use the words of anthropolo-
gist Carleton S. Coon. "collect flecks
of charcoal as carefully as if the
Queen of England had dropped her
pearl necklace in a gutter?" The
answer to this question lies in the
fact that by collecting these flecks
of charcoal scientists can readily de-
termine when they were buried and
therefore they can pinpoint the time
in history when man appeared on
Elmer A. Guerri is a senior majoring in chemistry. He is mar-
ried and commutes from Clinton, Indiana. Elmer is president of
both the American Chemical Society Student Affiliate chapter and
the S.A.M.E. One of his hobbies is the archaeology of the American
Indian—thus his interest in radio-carbon dating. This article was
originally written as a paper for presentation before the Chemistry
Seminar.
certain parts of the earth.
The following table was taken
from dates determined by the Good-
man-Thompson Archaeological Sur-
vey. This table will illustrate how it
would be possible to trace man's
existence on the face of the earth.
ION
Following is a table that will illus-
trate how the carbon-14 dating met-
hod enables the geologist to deter-
mine facts necessary for understand-
ing the development of the earth.
Geological Samples
Archaeological Samples Description
Mayan lintel with carved date Age (years before present)
1,470 plus 120 Mississippi delta wood, 25'
Isaiah manuscript 2,900 plus 300
1,920 plus 200 Florida Everglades peat
Stonehenge, Eng., late Neolothic 4,900 plus 150
3,800 plus 275 Bermuda peat
Tunisia, early Neolothic 6,900 plus 150
8,400 plus 400 Mississippi delta shell, 73'
Oregon sandals 9,000 plus 200
9,050 plus 350 Two Greeks spruce wood
Belt Cave, Iran, Mesolithic 10,880 plus 740
10,560 plus 1,200 Two Greeks peat
France, upper Paleolithic 11,100 plus 600
13,000 plus 560 Eagle River, Alaska, peat
Lascaux Cave 14,300 plus 600
15,400 plus 350 Rapa Island, Central South
Superbison flesh and hair, Alaska Pacific, Lignite
Older than 28,000 yrs. Older than 30,000
Carbon-14 dating is also of import-
ance to geology in estimating when
rocks were formed or when moun-
tains were formed. One of the most
important geological problems is the
question of the time of the retreat
of the last continental ice sheet. The
first two samples of extinct forests
now overlain by the latest drift show
that the last continental glacier was
still in Wisconsin 11,000 years ago.
Many additional samples are making
it possible to understand the absolute
time of the advance and retreat of








A perennial problem of geochem-
istry and geology has been the origin
of petroleum. Most theories include
a long period of time—e.g., one mil-
lion years—for the hydrocarbon
molecule to be formed. It has fur-
ther been frequently stated that
recent marine sediments contained
hydrocarbons. Paul V. Smith of the
Esso Laboratories, making use of
9
modern organic techniques in brilli-
ant fashion, began a new search for
such hydrocarbons and discovered
them in large quantities. Not only
did he find enough hydrocarbon to
account for known petroleum reserv-
es, but he found that the spectrum
remained as to whether the hydro-
carbons form now. Although the
extremely small quantities of hydro-
carbon available required the devel-
opment of special techniques, it was
possible by carbon-14 determinations
to demonstrate that the hydrocar-
bons were geologically recent, and
thus the problem of origin of oil be-
comes the problem of accumulation
only.
Carbon-14 is important to oceano-
graphy too. One of the basic pro-
blems in oceanography is the rate
of turnover of the ocean. It is too
slow to measure directly, and specu-
lations on this rate have differed by
orders of magnitude. The discovery
of carbon-14 in nature made an at-
tack on this problem possible.
Although atmospheric carbon di-
oxide is in equilibrium with the car-
bonate in surface ocean water, the
submergence of such water cuts it
off from its supply of carbon-14, as
effectively as does death in the case
of a plant or animal. Since ocean
water sinks in the polar regions and
moves along the bottom toward the
equator, the rate and direction of
movement can be measured by de-
termining the time since a unit of
water left the polar surface.
The future possibilities for car-
bon-14 dating are at least as exciting
as the past results have been. For
example, loquid scintillation count-
ing offers a factor to ten to one hun-
dred years in either precision or
sensitivity. It seems perfectly feasi-
ble, if this technique is developed,
to measure back to one hundred
thousand years ago, or to an accur-
acy of plus five years two thousand
years ago. This would not only
vastly extend the application to geo-
logical processes and archaeological
detail but would probably permit
detailed studies of natural isotopic
fractionation processes with carbon.
To geochemists the fine structure
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that would be revealed would pro-
bably present the most entrancing
problems of all.
Thus, carbon-14 dating faces a
bright future if AEC scientists do
not get too many "home-grown" car-
bon-14 atoms into the cycle before
the low-level geochemists have a
chance to examine it.
SOURCE OF RADIOACTIVE C-14
The discovery of cosmic radiation
by V F. Hess in 1911 led to repeated
conjectures as to possible permanent
effects this radiation might have on
the surface of the earth. The energy
received by the earth in the form
of cosmic radiation is commensurate
with that received as starlight. It
is therefore really quite small in
terms of the solar energy. The spe-
cific energy—that is, the energy per
constituent particle—is very much
higher than for any other type of
radiation, averaging several billions
of electron volts (1 electron volt is
1.6 x 10-12 ergs, which is the average
energy of motion of a gas molecule
at ten thousand degrees Centi-
grade.) It is conceivable, therefore,
that the cosmic radiation will alter
the earth's atmosphere in detectable
ways.
Neutrons are present in the higher
layers of the atmosphere probably
as secondary radiations produced by
40 50 60 70
PRESSURE (CmTHg)
the primary cosmic rays. Measure-
ments by cosmic ray physicists have
clearly established that the popula-
tion in the atmosphere rises with
altitude to a maximum some what
above forty thousand feet and then
falls. This proves the secondary
character of the radiation—that it is
an incident on the earth from inter-
stellar space, but it is a product of
the impact of the true primary radi-
ation on the earth's atmosphere.
The neutron is truly radioactive
with a lifetime of about twelve min-
utes, which of course removes any
possibility of the neutrons having
time to travel any considerable dis-
tance in interstellar space, though
the trip from the sun could be made
without complete decay to hydrogen.
This leads us to the question:
What would the neutrons produced
by the cosmic rays be expected to
do to the earth's atmosphere?
Through complicated laboratory stu-
dies the results are that oxygen is
extraordinarily inert but that nitro-
gen is reactive. It appears certain
that of the two nitrogen isotopes,
N'4, of 99.62 per cent abudance, and
N'5, of 0.038 per cent abuandance,
N '4 is the more reactive. With neu-
trons (n) of thermal velocity the re-
action is dominant, the cross-section
(Continued o'n page 12)
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Young Engineers Find
• Bob Reinstrom came to Allison Division, General
Motors, early in 1962 following his graduation from
the University of Minnesota with a BS degree in Mech-
anical Engineering.
As a research engineer at Allison, he has been asso-
ciated with the Nuclear Liquid Metal Cell Program, the
MCR (Military Compact Reactor) Project, and the
Energy Depot Project. In these assignments, he has
contributed to these studies :
1 —Analysis and design of heat transfer equipment
to investigate boiling, condensing, and thermal cycling
in closed liquid metal systems.
2—The steady-state parametric optimization and
transient behavior analysis of nuclear reactor systems.
3—Thermodynamic analysis of open chemical pro-
cesses.
Presently, Bob is doing graduate work in engineering
at Purdue University-Indianapolis campus . . . one of
Bob Reinstrom is observing a potentially more
economical system for producing enriched
uranium on a large scale by separating molecu-
lar species with supersonic gas jets.
Opportunity at Allison
the many advantages of a job with Allison.
Allison's broad education and training programs offer
unlimited opportunities to the young graduate engineer
desiring education beyond the normal four or five years
of college training.
If you're interested in knowing more about Allison's
Graduate Study Program, see our interviewer when he
visits your campus. Or, write now for your copy of
Allison's brochure, explaining your opportunities for
advancing your professional career at Allison. Send your
request to : Allison Division, General Motors Corpora-
tion, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206, Att : Professional and
Scientific Placement.
An equal opportunity employer
Allison_ GM
THE ENERGY CONVERSION DIVISION OF
GENERAL MOTORS, INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA General Motors
RADIO-CARBON DATING
(Continued from page 10)
Ni4 n ci4 ± Hi
of the N14 for a room temperature
thermal neutron being in the vicini-
ty of 1.7 X 10-24cm, whereas the
thermal neutron cross-section for re-
action with 016 is of the order of
0.1 per cent of this. It is therefore
quite certain that thermal neutrons
introduced into ordinary air will re-
act according to the above equation
to form the radiocarbon isotope of
mass fourteen and half-life of 5568±
30 years."
After observing that secondary
neutrons reacted with seven Ni4 nu-
clei to yield six C14 nuclei, Libby
calculated the number of C14 atoms
produced per unit time in the upper
atmosphere and the reservoir of car-
bon into which the Cu would be
diluted. Then, knowing the half-life
of carbon-14, he estimated the
steady state concentration of a car-
bon-14 in the reservoir. That is,
carbon dioxide of the air, surface
ocean carbonate, and plants that
photosynthesize all absorb the same
concentration of carbon-14 from the
atmosphere. This was an ingenious
calculation, but it could not be
tested, because apparatus of suffi-
cient sensitivity did not exist. The
first part of the scientific theory had
been completed; new data had been
accumulated and a new theory had
been proposed. The next step was
experimental confirmation.
WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTION
Before any accurate dating could
be done, scientists had to know what
quantity of the carbon-14 produced
in the earth's atmosphere each part
of the earth receives. The amount
of carbon-14 present in various sec-
tions of the world varies because of
latitude, altitude, and climate.
Organic material, principally wood,
was collected from various sections
of the globe and measurements of
the specific radioactivity were made.
One group of samples was concen-
trated near the geomagnetic equa-
tor, where the neutron flux is at a
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minimum; another in high latitudes,
where the neutron flux is at a maxi-
mum.
Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 illustrate graphi-
cally the neutron intensity variation
due to altitudinal variation and lati-
tudinal variation.
The carbon in the exchange reser-
voir is obviously of three principal
origins: that dissolved in oceans, the
carbon of living organisms, and at-
mospheric carbon dioxide itself. The
latter two sources are so small in
comparison with the first source that
they can be neglected. The exact
amount of carbon present in the
ocean can be calculated with the use
of two factors: the alkalinity and the
pH of the ocean water. The alka-
linity is the excess of positive ions
over the anions of strong acids. This
difference must be made up by neu-
trality. The total amount of dis-
solved carbon is not uniquely deter-
mined by the alkalinity alone, be-
cause of its variable equivalent na-
ture due to the possibility of its
existence in the neutral forms.
"The variation of pH throughout
the ocean is surprisingly small, and
the average value is about 8.0. The
small amount of variation found
throughout the greater portion of
the water does not usually exceed
0.1 pH unit."
It seems quite likely that the
amount of living matter on earth
will not seriously affect the specific
activity, for the reason that it consti-
tutes such a small fraction of the
total inventory in the reservoir and
probably has always held this minor
position.
The question of constancy of the
cosmic radiation intensity is much
more difficult to answer. It is not
unlikely that the intensity has re-
mained constant in the sense we de-
mand; namely variations in the
average intensity over periods com-
mensurate with the lifetime of radio-
carbon, since it appears to be a phe-
nomenon originating in the cosmos
and therefore probably tied to a
time scale similar to that controlling
the intensity of solar radiation.
The only way scientists have of
actually determining the constancy
rate of radiocarbon intensity is by
measuring the abundance of the end
materials in proportion to the total
amount of radiocarbon that might
have been produced under the
changing conditions of the earth's
atmosphere. For instance, radio-
active uranium decays according to
the half-life cycle and the end pro-
duct or stable particle formed as a
result of this decomposition is lead.
Therefore, by calculating the amount
of lead present on earth now in the
pure state, scientists can determine
the amount of uranium that de-
cayed, since it decays in direct pro-
portion to the amount of lead
formed. When the amount of urani-
um previously existant is known,
the rate of production of this ele-
ment can be figured out allowing
for the changes that the earth has
undergone during different stages of
its development.
During the past few thousand
years no change has taken place in
the earth's makeup that would
change the rate of decay of radio-
active carbon. Therefore this
method of dating is very accurate
since the rate of decay can be meas-
ured inversely with the amount of
radiocarbon left in the earth.
There is, however, one important
change in the atmosphere of the
earth that can cause a variation in
the counts recorded in scientific
measurement. This change is con-
cerned with the amount of radio-
active material which has been put
into the atmosphere as a result of
nuclear weapons testing. This prob-
lem is involved in the final counting
of the purified sample containing the
radioactive isotope of carbon-14. It
is not a problem that cannot be over-
come.
With the exception of the above
change in the radioactive reservoir
content, there has been no influence
on the amount of carbon-14 present.
The distribution of carbon-14 is gen-
erally equal in all parts of the world
and can be measured with extreme
accuracy. In the few parts of the
world where it does vary allowances
can be made in calculating the re-
sults of the measurement to account




One of the principal requirements
of the radiocarbon dating technique
is that the material measured con-
tain the original carbon atoms pre-
sent in the sample at the time it
died or was deposited from the ex-
change reservoir. This means, of
course, that the chemical form in
which the carbon is bonded may
have real bearing on the validity of
the result obtained. Chemical ex-
perience clearly indicates that the
covalently bonded molecules which
constitute the organic world are less
susceptible of replacement of the
carbon atoms by direct exchange
than are the inorganic structures
such as the carbonates. Under-
ground water washing over shell,
therefore, might cause an exchange
that would affect the count of that
material.
According to W. F. Libby, the
material being dated would give re-
sults in the following order:
1. Charcoal or charred organic
material such as heavily
burned bone.
2. Well-preserved cloth
3. Grasses, cloth, peat
4. Well-preserved antler and
similar hairy structures.
5. Well-preserved shell.
No matter what the nature of the
sample it should be sufficiently large
so that eight grams of carbon can be
recovered. This requires about one
hundred grams of wood or shell,
twenty to forty grams of charcoal,
and two hundred to three hundred
grams of peat. Techniques have
been developed for counting samples
as small as 0.5 gram of carbon, but
considerably more effort is required
for a less accurate result.
Fresh wood is the most suitable
material, since cellulose does not ex-
change its carbon to an appreciable
extent. Charcoal is generally excel-
lent but, under certain conditions,
must be checked for absorbed or-
ganic material. Peat is satisfactory
unless contaminated by more recent
rootlets. Shell may be used under
conditions where the possibilities of
exchange is low and the isotopic
composition of the water in which
the animal grew is known. Fresh
water aquatic plants are not suitable
because they may utilize carbonate
carbon from the water, which may
have been derived in part from old
limestone. Burned bone is normally
as suitable as charcoal, but as a rule,
unburned bone has lost all its or-
ganic content by subsequent bac-
terial action.
A description of the process of
preparing the sample for dating is as
follows:
1. The first step in each instance
is to carefully examine the
sample and to separate out as
well as possible by physical
methods the material desired.
For example, a piece of wood
will usually be dirty and is
cleaned physically as well as
possible. It is well to remove
the outer surface by cutting,
for the danger of contamination
is then greatly reduced. In the
case of finely divided charcoal
from camp fires, it is necessary
to carefully remove intrusive
rootlets and other matter which
might introduce modern car-
bon into the material. It has
been suggested that future phy-
sical separation methods will
be developed to the point where
rather low carbon-containing
soils can be examined.
2. The physically cleaned sample
is then tested with hydrochloric
acid solution for calcium car-
bonate which may have been
deposited in the cracks and in-
ternal fissures by underground
waters. If any bubbling of car-
bon dioxide is observed on this
test, the sample is then treated
for several hours with about 1
N hydrochloric until bubbling
ceases, after which it is care-
fully washed and dried in a
laboratory oven. This is a par-
ticularly important part of the
processing and should be con-
ducted with real care. In the
case of materials containing
considerable extraneous matter




A Survey of Rose Students
In recent years much has been
done to predict the success of a col-
lege student. There has been much
research done in the field of apti-
tude tests, such as the Scholastic
Apptitude Test, which is the most
widely used college entrance exam.
The S.A.T. has been found to in-
clude approximately one quarter of
the variables that determine college
success. The various tests seem to
be able only to reach a correlation
coefficient of about .50. Therefore
there is probably an area of research
that ought to be investigated. " . . .
a portion of this undefined area is
probably 'chance' variation (test un-
reliability, criterion unreliability,
subject variability etc.) but, as Mc-
Quarry (1953) has demonstrated, a
major portion may also be said to
include nonintellectual, nonappti-
tude, or personality factors."
This survey deals with these non-
intellectual, nonapptitude, and per-
sonality factors that influence the
success of a male college student. It
has special emphasis on the correla-
tion between self-evaluation and
academic achievement.
The gathering of information for
this survey was done by means of a
questionnaire. (See Fig. 1.) Visual
observation was also made of stu-
dents that did not follow directions
and circled their answers in com-
pleting the questionnaire. The sub-
jects for this were 100 students of
Rose Polytechnic Institute. All sub-
jects were male undergraduate stu-
by Chuck Risch, Soph. M.E.
The author of this article
is Chuck Risch, a sophomore
in Mechanical Engineering.
He is a member of
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity.
Indianapolis is his hometown.
Fig. 1. Questionnaire used in the survey.
NO NAME, PLEASE
Underline your answer
1. Your health condition is (above average, average, below average).
2. In your opinion you are an (above average, average, below average)
student.
3. Your self-evaluation as a student before entering college was
(above average, average, below average).
4. In your opinion your social adjustment is (above average, average,
below average).
5. Your self-evaluation as to social adjustment before entering college
was (above average, average, below average).
6. Your accumulative grade point is (0-.5, .5-1, 1-1.5, 1.5-2.0, 2-2.5,
2.5-3, 3-3.5, 3.5-4.0).
7. You (are, are not) satisfied with your academic achievements.
8. You (are, are not) approaching your academic maximum.
























10. Your age is (0-22, 20-22, 22- ).
11. You are presently in your (freshman, sophomore, junior, senior)
year.
12. Your high school (was, was not) coeducational.
13. You (are, are not) presently a psychology student.
14. You (have never, have) previously taken psychology.
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dents pursuing degrees in the fields of engineering
and science. The questionnaires were first distributed
to the 36 members of a psychology class. The remain-
der of the questionnaires were distributed randomly
to students as they passed the main bulletin board.
No names were entered on the questionnaires.
The questionnaires were first sorted with respect
to the answer given on question #2 which states,
"In your opinion you are an (above average, average,
below average) student." (See Fig. 2.) From this it
can be noted that those who rated themselves below
average on the second question had a correspond-
ingly low student self-evaluation before entering col-
lege (question #3) . It can also be seen that social ad-
justment (question #4 and #5) increased slightly
for the self-evaluated above average student, while it
was the reverse for those who answered "below aver-
age" for question #2. As would be expected, grade
points (question #6) were higher for the students who
rated themselves higher. This is mainly due to the
fact that question #2 was probably answered on the
basis of grades. As would be expected, question #7,
which states, "You (are, are not) satisfied with your
academic achievements?", is also a function of grade
points and thus had a positive correlation coefficient.
The I.Q. or I.Q. rating was also in agreement with
what was expected, i.e. it increased as student evalu-
ation increased. Another interesting fact is that 30%
of the below average self-evaluated students and 32%
of the above average group did not follow directions
and circled their answers. The average self-evaluated
students, however, had only 13.8% of their numbers
who circled instead of underlined. The fact that some
circled instead of underlining is probably due to nega-
tive transfer. Very often there are tests given where
the students are told to circle. Also many students
prefer to circle because it designates the answer more
emphatically than underlining does. At any rate this
correlation should not be mistaken as causation, es-
pecially since the below average and above average
groups agree.
The questions not mentioned had results that indi-
cated that they had no relation with a person's opinion
of himself as a student.
Next the questionnaires were rearranged accord-
ing to question #4 which states, "In your opinion
your social adjustment is (above average, average,
below average) ." (See Fig. 3.) With regard to health
conditions (question #1) there seemed to be a slight
positive correlation with social adjustment. There was
a great deal of agreement between self-evaluation as
to social adjustment before entering college and to
present valuation. This is as would be expected be-
cause many people are set in their ways, especially
socially, by the time they leave high school. The grade
point averages for the above average, average, and
below average groups as to social adjustment were
2.48, 2.32, and 2.70 respectively. Here again the results
are inconsistent. It does show to a slight extent that
the less socially adjusted group might have an edge





1. Above Average 13 35 5 53
Average 11 30 5 46
Below Average 1 0 0 1
2. Above Average 25 0 0 25
Average 0 65 0 65
Below Average 0 0 10 10
3. Above Average 20 40 4 73
Average 3 12 6 21
Below Average 2 4 0 6
4. Above Average 11 19 3 33
Average 11 40 6 57
Below Average 3 6 1 10
5. Above Average 9 18 2 29
Average 8 36 8 52
Below Average 8 11 0 19
6. 1.0-1.5 0 2 1 3
1.5-2.0 0 17 6 23
2.0-2.5 2 30 3 35
2.5-3.0 8 12 0 20
3.0-3.5 10 4 0 14
3.5-4.0 5 0 0 5
7. Are 8 9 1 18
Are not 17 56 9 82
8. Are 4 7 2 13
Are not 20 56 8 84
9. Average 0 9 5 14
Bright-normal 7 26 3 36
Superior 9 23 1 33
Very superior 8 4 1 13
10. 0-20 11 32 7 50
20-22 13 30 3 46
22-00 1 3 0 4
11. Freshman 5 18 3 26
Sophomore 5 14 4 23
Junior 9 20 1 30
Senior 6 13 2 21
12. Was 22 61 9 92
Was not 3 4 1 8
13. Are 10 24 2 36
Are not 15 41 8 64
14. Have 22 49 9 80
Have never 3 16 1 20
Circled 8 9 3 20
Underlined 17 56 7 80
15
FIG. 3.
ANSWERS ON QUESTION #4
Above Below
Average Average Average
1. Above Average 22 27 4
Average 11 29 6
Below Average 0 1 0
2. Above Average 11 11 3
Average 19 40 6
Below Average 3 6 1
3. Above Average 29 37 7
Average 3 16 2
Below Average 1 4 1
4. Above Average 33 0 0
Average 0 57 0
Below Average 0 0 10
5. Above Average 25 4 0
Average 3 46 3
Below Average 4 8 7
6. 1.0-1.5 0 3 0
1.5-2.0 9 12 2
2.0-2.5 10 25 0
2.5-3.0 7 8 5
3.0-3.5 4 7 3
3.5-4.0 3 2 0
7. Are 8 7
Are not 25 50 7
8. Are 3 1
Are not 28 47 9
9. Average 3 11 0
Bright-normal 10 21 5
Superior 15 15 3
Very superior 5 6 2
10. 0-20 17 30 3
20-22 13 26 7
22-00 3 1 0
11 Freshman 7 18 1
Sophomore 6 14 3
Junior 9 16 5
Senior 11 9 1
12. Was 31 52 9
Was not 2 5 1
13. Are 11 20 5
Are not 22 37 5
14. Have 24 47 9
Have never 9 10 1
Circled 7 11 2
Underlined 26 46 8
FIG. 4. ANSWERS ON QUESTION #6
1.0-1.5 1.5-2.0 2.0-2.5 2.5-3.0
1. Above Average 1 15 18 10
Average 2 8 16 10
Below Average 0 0 1 0
2. Above Average 0 0 2 9
Average 2 17 30 11
Below Average 1 6 3 0
3. Above Average 2 16 24 16
Average 1 4 10 2
Below Average 0 3 1 2
4. Above Average 0 9 10 7
Average 3 12 25 8
Below Average 0 2 0 5
5. Above Average 0 8 8 9
Average 2 13 25 6
Below Average 1 2 2 5
6. 1.0-1.5 3 0 0 0
1.5-2.0 0 23 0 0
2.0-2.5 0 0 35 0
2.5-3.0 0 0 0 20
3.0-3.5 0 0 0 0
3.5-4.0 0 0 0 0
7. Are 0 1 7 3
Are not 3 22 28 17
8. Are 0 1 6 2
Are not 2 22 28 17
9. Average 1 7 6 0
Bright-normal 1 6 17 6
Superior 0 8 9 11
Very superior 0 2 2 3
10. 0-20 3 14 14 10
20-22 0 7 19 6
22-0 2 2 4
11. Freshman 3 6 6 7
Sophomore 0 10 5 4
Junior 0 4 14 6
Senior 0 3 10 3
12. Was 3 19 35 18
Was not 0 4 0 2
13. Are 0 9 13 7
Are not 3 14 22 13
a
14. Have 3 18 26 14
Have never 0 5 9 6
Circled 1 2 6 5




























































































over the others. At any rate, these
results indicate that social adjust-
ment is not a major factor in deter-
mining college success. Again there
are parts of the questionnaire that
seem to be unrelated to a person's
self-evaluated social adjustment. It
tends to be unrelated to satisfaction
of academic achievement, nearness
to academic maximum, I.Q. rating,
age, class, coed or non-coed high
school, taking or having taken psy-
chology, or following directions in
answering the questionnaire.
The questionnaires were next
sorted with respect to grades (ques-
tion #6). Again it was noted that
opinion of self as a student and
grade point are positively related.
There seemed to be no clear indica-
tion as to dependence of grades upon
social adjustment either before en-
tering college or at present. As
would be expected there was a posi-
tive correlation between satisfaction
of academic achievement and total
grade point averages. The same was
true with regard to I.Q. ratings.
Class was independent of grade
groupings except in the 1.0-1.5
group where it was all freshmen.
The other variables in the question-
naire (health, age, coed or non-coed
high school, and taking or having
taken psychology) showed a ten-
dency to be independent. It might
be noted that in this grade group-
ing a random change of one or two
answers per group could change the
whole nature of a variable since the
groups contain such a small number.
A total was made of the different
answers on each question. (See Fig.
4.) It can be seen that most every-
one had good health. It is also clear
that self-evaluation with respect to
social adjustment remained mostly
constant with a majority of "aver-
age" answers. A graph of the num-
ber of people verses grades was
plotted. (See Fig. 5.) As can be seen,
it resembles a bell curve. It is inter-
esting to note that few were satis-
fied with their academic achieve-
ments and that few reached their
academic maximums. The graph
(See Fig. 6.) of the number of
people verses I.Q. rating was plotted.
The results indicated a slight bell
curve with a median between
bright-normal and superior. It can
be seen that there was a good divi-
sion among the classes, thus giving
a good representation. It is also in-
teresting to note that 20% of the
questionnaires were circled instead
of underlined as directed.
The reliability of this survey was
tested on several points against pre-
vious experiments. The fact that the
student evaluations were consider-
ably lower after a time at college
where self-evaluation as to social ad-




























ment with the results formulated by
Borislow (1962). The result of nega-
tive correlation between social ad-
justment and scholastic achievement
also agrees with Borislow. If poor
social adjustment is considered to
mean that the people are introverts
then the results are also in agree-
ment with Griffiths (1945). The
positive correlation between grades
and student evaluation is also in
agreement with Borislow.
In view of the fact that the results
of this survey agree with other simi-
lar studies on the several points
compared greatly enhances its prob-
able reliability.
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(Continued from page 14)
other than the desired organic
substances, the acid treatment
frequently works to purify the
sample.
After the preceding two steps
have been taken, the samples should
be free from all foreign radioactive
substances and should be ready for




In order to use the C-14 method
of age determination, we must make
three assumptions. They are:
1. The specific activity of living
organic material has been con-
stant over a period of time.
2. The biological materials which
are to be assayed have retained
their true original composition
and have ceased exchanging
with reservoir carbon at the
time of death.







When these three assumptions
have been made and justified, the
actual time since death of the or-
ganism can be calculated using the
relationship
Io
t — log — —
A I
where t = the time since death
A. = decay constant of C-14
I = measured activity of the
ancient sample
= measured activity of
modern organic material
PROCEDURE
Carbon-14 can be measured in
principle by the ion chamber Geiger
counter, proportional counter, or
scintillation counter. All the pub-
lished results to date have been ob-
tained by counting elemental carbon
mounted on the inside of a large
volume Geiger tube. It would ap-
pear that if the ion chamber method
should become fully developed it
might compete with the Geiger
counter method. The use of a pro-
portional gas counter would lead to









ment of such a counter is handi-
capped by severe electronic require-
ments. The scintillation counter
technique looks most promising of
all, and this paper will primarily be
concerned with that method of
counting.
The dating procedure consists of
preparing a sample of pure carbon
from the natural carbon-bearing ma-
terial, mounting this in a special
screen-wall Geiger counter, and
counting it against background radi-
ation for several days. The key to
success is the reduction of the un-
shielded background of the counter
(about 350 counts per minute) to
about two counts per minute by the
use of elaborate shielding, anticoin-
cidence counters, and appropriate
circuitry.
This method will be further ex-
plained in the following paragraphs.
"After the sample has been
cleaned of all impurities, the process
of extracting pure carbon-14 begins.
The extraction process begins with
controlled buring of the specimen.
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ning of telephone service for large communities to the
development of miniaturized components for equip-
ment. A Bell System career can bring an engineer an
exciting variety of tasks, every one important, with every-
thing needed to carry them out.
The Bell System companies are equal opportunity
employers that match the benefits, salaries and working
conditions of other companies. Few can match them,
however, for work that is interesting and important.
You owe it to yourself to investigate your career pos-
sibilities in the Bell System. Have your Placement
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way, we'll welcome a chance to talk with you.
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Habla Espanol? Our Miss Technic for this
month is a Spanish major. She is Miss Barbara
Brightmire. Barbara comes from Evansville
and attends Indiana State College. After grad-
uation, she plans to make use of her knowledge
by going to school in Spain.
Here in Indiana, she finds many other inter-
ests to fill her time. Barb, as her friends call
hcr, enjoys such sports as skiing, swimming,
and especially horseback riding. She also en-
joys music and dancing. She is a member of
Delta Gamma Sorority and the Spanish Club.
This eye-catching, green-eyed blond is 5'5"
tall and weighs 120 lbs. Her 35-23-35 figure
makes her doubly eye-catching.
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RADIO-CARBON DATING
(Continued from page 20)
A measured quantity of the material
to be dated is placed in the center
of a tube of high-silica glass, such
as Vycor, capable of withstanding
two thousand degrees Fahrenheit.
The ends of the tube are stuffed
with glass wool and closed by stop-
pers fitted with entrance and exit
tubing. The tube is then inserted
into an electric furnace made by
winding successive layers of Ni-
chrome wire on concentric tubes of
asbestos sheeting. The length of the
heating unit overhangs the sample
by an inch or so. After the furnace
has reached a working temperature
of about 900°C., oxygen is admitted
at a pressure of slightly less than
one atmosphere, and the combustion
gases are passed through a bubbler.
The carbon dioxide reacts with am-
monium hydroxide in the bubbler to
form ammonium carbonate.
"The remaining gases, mainly car-
bon monoxide, are then passed to a
second furnace identical with the
first. In this step the Vycor tube is
packed with copper oxide, which
usually consists of short lengths of
fine blackened wire. When heated
to about 900°C., the carbon mon-
oxide reacts with the copper oxide
to five carbon dioxide and copper.
The carbon dioxide is then absorbed
in a second ammonium hydroxide
bubbler. At the end of the run the
bubbler solution contains not only
ammonium carbonate but also the
oxides of nitrogen, sulfur, and radon.
The set-up of apparatus for the
above procedure is shown in Fig. 3.
"Purification is accomplished in
two succeeding steps. The ammoni-
um carbonate is transferred from
the bubblers to a flask and heated
on an electric mantle to a tempera-
ture of 95°C. The solution of cal-
cium chloride is then brought to a
boil and added. Calcium carbonate
precipitates rapidly. The precipitate
is next washed completely free of
ammonia, the salts, and the radon.
The carbon dioxide is then reconsti-
tuted by transferring the precipitate
to a flask and adding hydrochloric
















"Artistry in Precious Jewels"
Store Hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Daily
Evenings by Appointment
is led through a liquid air trap for
removing the water and then
through a `1.1' tube packed with a
drying agent.
"The dried carbon dioxide is then
bubbled through a three-necked
flask containing methyl magnesium
iodide, with which the gas reacts
to form acetic acid. The gas enters
through one neck, a stirring rod to
agitate the fluid is introduced
through a second neck, and unre-
acted gas escapes through the third
neck. The escape neck is fitted with
a drying tube to prevent entry of
water vapor from the air into the
flask. If the chemical steps have
been taken with care, the specimen,
now in the form of clear acetic acid,
is free of all radioactive substances
except the original carbon-14. This
a2etic acid is bottled promptly to
prevent contamination. The acid in
this form is ready to be transferred
to the scintillation cell. The set-up
of apparatus for the procedure on
this page is shown in Fig. 4.
"The scintillation cell of the




































about an inch long and two inches
in diameter. The ends are closed by
glass windows held in place by a
pair of internally threaded bevels.
The inner wall of the cell is coated
with a special white paint impervi-
ous to the scintillation fluid. The
fluid itself consists of toluene with
four tenths of one per cent of di-
phenyloxazole and twenty parts per
million of diphenyloxazolybenzene,
the latter chemical serving to shift
the color of the scintillations to the
portion of the spectrum to which the
cathodes of the phototubes are most
sensitive. The cell is filled through
a small entrance tube in the side.
The scintillation fluid has the prop-
erty of flourescing when excited by
the emmission of radioactive sub-
stances a3 well as by light and other
radiations. The scintillation cell is




nurified carbon dioxide with
methyl magnesium iodide form
acetic acid which when mixed
with scintillating fluid is
trmsferred to the cell for
counting
tube of lead three inches thick. The
shield reduces the effect of back-
ground radiation by about eighty
per cent. The rest of the background
radiation and the 'noise' from the
electrical system must be suppressed
electronically.
"The scintillation cell is sand-
wiched between a pair of photo-
electric cells of the photomultiplier
type, consisting of a photocathode
plus a self-contained amplifier. Each
scintillation triggers a substantial
pulse of current, which appears at
the output terminal of each photo-
multiplier. Electrons dislodged from
the cathode by heat cause similar
pulses. These are minimized by re-
frigerating the entire pickup assem-
bly—the scintillation cell, the photo-
multipliers, the preamplifiers, and
the lead shield. The pickup assem-




degrees below zero Centigrade.
Since the flashes produced by the
carbon-14 atoms are fairly uniform
in brightness and since they are
more intense than most flashes pro-
duced by other radioactive isotopes,
a method of reducing background
electronically can be devised. A cir-
cuit can be designed that favors the
pulse size of carbon-14. It employs
a set of vacuum tubes controlled by
the signals from an auxiliary circuit.
The size of each pulse is measured
as it enters the device and is then
routed into a branch circuit called
a delay line—a kind of electrical
blind alley. In the meantime the
charge on the grids of the vacuum
tubes is being adjusted in accord-
ance with the measurement so that
the tubes will conduct or not con-
duct according to the size of the





















for completion just prior to the in
stant the pulse returns from its side
trip. Only those pulses meeting the
specifications get through. A sig-
nificant number initiated by sources
other than carbon-14 must pass here,
however.
Most of the remaining background
is blocked out by a screening device
of a somewhat different sort. The
scintillation cell is watched by a pair
of photomultipliers. After amplifica-
tion the current impulses from the
two photomultipliers, screened by
the previous device to uniform size
are presented to a "coincidence"
circuit. Essentially this is a pair of
electric "check valves", or diodes,
comprising the input circuit of an
amplifier designed to ignore pulses
of current below a predetermined
size. The pulse from a single photo-
multiplier is not energetic enough to
activate the amplifier. Therefore the
circuit is activated only when a pair
of pulses from the photomultipliers,
arrive simultaneously. Thus, only
pulses generated by flashes in the
scintillation counter where the pair
of watching photomultipliers is trig-
gered simultaneously, gain admit-
tance to the electromechanical
counter.
"The spurious counts can be re-
duced to about twenty-five per
minute using the above method.
"In dating an archaeological speci-
men the counting equipment is first
calibrated. A measured quantity of
standard fluid is mixed with the
scintillation fluid and put into the
cell. The cell, the shield, the photo-
multipliers, and the preamplifier
assembly are refrigerated overnight.
Then the counter is operated for
forty-eight hours; the accumulated
reading is taken; the reading is re-
duced to counts per minute; and the
efficiency is computed.
"The cell is then removed and
cleaned, and then the activity of the
actual sample is measured. The dif-
ference between the count of
modern carbon and that of the speci-
men provides the basis for comput-
ing the unknown date. If the cali-
bration step can be omitted, as is
the case when you are working with
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#2 OF A SERIES
FROM CAMPUS TO CAREER WITH DELCO RADIO
Just 10 years ago, Max Stanton
received his BA in Physics from
Indiana University.
Today, Max is a senior project
engineer at Delco Radio Division
of General Motors Corporation in
Kokomo, Indiana.
Max is shown above analyzing
gas ambients found in sealed tran-
sistor enclosures. The system—a
residual gas analyzer—is pumped
down to a low vacuum with an
absorption tank and vacion pump.
Then a transistor is punctured and
the gas introduced into the analy-
zer. Using mass spectrographic
techniques, an analysis of the con-
stituents through mass number 80
can be made. Such analyses are
helpful in the study of surface ef-
fects in solid state devices.
Max Stanton has established a
challenging and satisfying career
with Delco—the electronics divi-
sion of General Motors. As a young
graduate engineer, you, too, could





soon be on your way to a long-
time, rewarding career at Delco.
Opportunities exist now in sili-
con and germanium device de-
velopment, ferrites, solid state dif-
fusion, creative packaging of semi-
conductor products, development
of laboratory equipment, reliability
techniques, and applications and
manufacturing engineering.
Our brochure detailing the op-
portunities to share in forging the
future of electronics with this out-
standing Delco-GM team is yours
for the asking. Watch for Delco
Radio interview dates on your
campus, or write to Mr. C. D. Long-
shore, Dept. CR, Delco Radio Divi-




"I write and will keep writing books;
they're not needed; all the same, they do
serve some purpose. Culture doesn't save
anything or anyone; it doesn't justify.
But it's a product of man: he projects
himself into it, he recognizes himself in
it: that critical mirror alone offers him
his image."
Jean-Paul Sartre.
THE WORDS, by Jean-Paul Sarte.
Braziller, 1964.
In the past twenty years, Jean-
Paul Sartre has become the best-
known and most influential French
writer alive. As a philosopher,
novelist, playwright, editor, and as
a man, he has never hesitated to
commit himself to the moral and
political as well as literary life of
his own times. He is perhaps the
greatest man of letters since Vol-
taire.
Now, at fifty-nine, Sartre has un-
dertaken his autobiography, bring-
ing to his own childhood the same
honesty and insight which he has
applied so brilliantly in earlier
books. In France, where The Words
has been a best-seller since its pub-
lication earlier this year, it has al-
ready been accorded a place beside
that other masterpiece of self-
analysis, Rousseau's Confessions.
There have been child prodigies
before, but few have been so bliss-
fully happy as Sartre at the age of
ten. Born into a gentle, book-loving
family and raised by a widowed
mother and doting grandparents, his
childhood might be described as one
long love affair with the printed
word. Half a century later, he can
write as passionately of his grand-
father's library as Mark Twain





But ultimately, Sartre is explor-
ing and evaluating the whole use
of books and language in human ex-
perience. It was the great illusion
of his life, he argues, that he grew
up loving books, and taking it for
granted that a courageous and pro-
ductive literary career could do
something positive on behalf of
humanity's total struggle. If he
eventually came to think otherwise,
nonetheless his childhood joy in
words, and his lifetime's commit-
ment to their just and purposeful
use, have remained powerful enough
to sustain him.
THE REST OF THE ROBOTS,
by Isaac Asimov. Doubleday, 1964.
This is a classic collection of eight
short stories and two full-length
novels, all about robots and robotics,
which completes the entire library
of Asimov's robot writings begun in
I, Robot. At first they were simple,
unthinking machines victimized by
frightened men suffering from a
"Frankenstein complex." Later, as
the technology advanced, they be-
came capable of independent action.
Asimov traces the development of
positronic robots with brains of
platinum-iridium in this set of
stories.
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(Continued front page 26)
a series of specimens, you can date
an average of about one specimen
per week if everything goes well. It
rarely does."
The preceding method of dating
by the carbon-14 method was de-
vised by Willard F. Libby of the
University of Chicago. The method
was reduced to a laboratory scale by
Fred Schatzman, an amateur scien-
tist; and the reduced method is suit-
able for experimental dating.
The development of carbon-14
dating was of such importance to
the scientific world that Dr. Willard
F. Libby was given the Nobel Prize
for his work in this field in 1960.
The field of carbon-14 dating holds
many opportunities for young scien-
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scintillation spectrometer consists of
two photomultipliers, two preampli-
fiers, two amplifiers, two pulse ana-
lyzers, one scaler, one high voltage
supply, a scintillation cell, and coin-
cidence circuits. The coincidence cir-
cuits serve two purposes: they re-
duce the background radiation and
'noise' from the electrical system,
and they serve as a converging point
for leads from the other parts of
the system. The coincidence circuits
sort out the counts of carbon-14 ra-
diation and allow them to pass to
the scaler. The other pulses from
secondary radiation or electrical
'noise' is sent into a relay or sort of
an electrical dead end.
The results obtained from the
scaler reading are compared to
mathematical calculations concern-
ing present day radiation and in the
end a date is obtained.
The scintillation cell should be
shielded by a lead shield. There have
been proposals saying more back-
ground would be filtered if the en-
tire assembly were shielded, but it









It's a way of life, it's a tradition
with young executives. Our vested
suit is indispensable, and essential
everywhere. Naturally, the styling
authentic natural shoulder with
trim unpleated trousers. Popular
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Sensible, non-mephistophelian ro-
bots designed by engineering and
not pseudo-men created by blas-
phemers, Asimov's robots revolu-
tionized the field of science fiction.
All the more fascinating because
they are not supernatural creatures
but precision-engineered machines,
the postronic robots react along ra-
tional lines that exist in their brains
from the moment the last rivet is
in place and the last electrical con-
nection has been made. This should
be a popular selection.
THE HEART OF MAN, Erich
Fromm. Harper and Row, 1964.
In this companion volume to his
continuing bestseller, The Art of
Loving, Dr. Fromm examines those
forces in man which show that love
of death is pathological while love
of life is normal.
With deep psychological penetra-
tion The Heart of Man analyzes the
nature of evil and of good. It shows
how man in losing his capacity for
independence, love, and reason, ne-
cessarily develops those forces of
destructiveness which lead to his
dehumanization. Dr. Fromm illus-
trats his analysis of evil with many
concrete examples including Stalin
and Hitler. On the basis of his find-
ings the author discusses the in-
dividual's freedom to choose be-
tween love and hate and examines
the forces in human nature which
block the creative energies, twist-
ing the instinct for good into fascina-
tion with evil.
The Heart of Man opens new ap-
proaches to psychoanalytic theory
and dynamic social psychology, en-
hancing the significance of many of
Freud's discoveries by putting them
in a new and wider frame of refer-
ence. Beyond that, it is a most time-
ly contribution to the understanding
of the current wave of violence and
destructiveness which has become
an ever-increasing threat to man-
kind's capacity for growth. Dr.
Fromm shows how man may escape
from his greatest prison — the de-
structive aspect of himself.
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Men on the move
at Bethlehem Steel
JIM ANTHONY, I.E., JOHNS HOPKINS
'60—An operations research man at
our Sparrows Point, Md., Plant, Jim
applies techniques such as linear pro-
gramming, regression analysis, ex-
ponential smoothing, CPM, and PERT
to complex production problems.
JIM BULLOCK, E.E., BROWN '58—
Jim is an electrical engineer at our
Bethlehem, Pa., Plant. His broad-
ranging duties include instructing
technicians in the intricacies of elec-
tronics.
TOM FREE, MET.E., CASE INSTITUTE
'60—After experience in both mills and
laboratories, Tom became a Lacka-
wanna Plant metallurgical service en-
gineer. His job is to solve problems in
customers' plants.
SAM COLEMAN '62, DOUG HATCHER
'61, BOTH M.E., SOUTH CAROLINA
—Sam and Doug are salesmen in
our Atlanta District. Their technical




DICK PEOPLES, C.E., NORTHEAST-
ERN '60—Dick helped build our new,
$20-million continuous galvanizing
mill at the Lackawanna Plant, near
Buffalo, N.Y. Now he's foreman of the
mill's production line.
JOHN O'BRIEN, CH.E., NOTRE DAME
'60, AND DICK HOSTETTER, M.E.,
PENN STATE '58—Production engi-
neer O'Brien and research engineer
Hostetter worked together on an auto-
matic gage-control system for a mill
at our Sparrows Point, Md., Plant.
These alert young men are a few of the many recent graduates who joined the
Bethlehem Loop Course, one of industry's best-known management development
programs. Want more information? We suggest you read our booklet, "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel and the Loop Course." Pick up a copy at your Placement
Office, or write to our Manager of Personnel, Bethlehem, Pa.






The 17.6 mile Chesapeake Bay
Bridge-Tunnel, opened in April
1964, has been nominated the "Out-
standing Civil Engineering Achieve-
ment" of the year.
The American Society of Civil
Engineers sponsors the yearly
award. This top honor designates
the project, "which demonstrates
the greatest engineering skills and
represents the greatest contribution
to civil engineering and mankind."
Crossing Chesapeake Bay now
takes the motorist over and under
the open sea, where the Bay meets
the Atlantic Ocean—between Nor-
folk and Delmarva Peninsula. The




tween New York and Florida by an
hour and a half and avoids Washing-
ton, D. C. and Baltimore.
The civil engineering achievement
combines 121/2 miles of low-level
trestle, four man-made islands raised
from the bottom of the Bay, two tun-
nels, each over a mile long, a high
and medium-level bridge, and sev-
eral miles of approach roads. The
bridge-tunnel project was financed
by a $200 million dollar toll-revenue
THE OUTSTANDING CIVIL ENGINEERING ACHIEVEMENT OF THE YEAR?
The 17.6 mile Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel project is in the competition to be named the "Outstanding Civil Engineering
Achievement" of the year. Among the entries in the national competition is the Verrazano-Narrows Bridge. The award is given
by the American Society of Civil Engineers, a 53,000-member professional society. Selection is made by a jury of editors and
the winner is announced in March.
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bond issue and does not have the
benefit of tax money.
Two thirds of the project's length
is made up of low-level trestle, con-
sisting of 858 spans of 75-feet with
a 25-ft. clearance over mean low
level. It, and other bridge struc-
tures, are designed for 20-ft. waves
and a 10-ft. storm surge. The super-
structure for each trestle span con-
sists of precast, prestressed concrete
units resting on precast concrete pile
caps which are supported by sand-
filled 53-inch diameter concrete
piles.
The steel superstructure for the
high-level bridge was assembled in
a harbor to be then floated to the
site and lowered onto concrete piers.
Fabrication and assembly of the two
bridges was accomplished by the
American Bridge Division of the
U. S. Steel Corporation.
To assure navigation requirements
for major naval vessels and com-
mercial shipping, two tunnels were
built at channel locations. Entry to
the tunnels is through four man-
made islands built of sand to 30
feet above the sea in 40 ft. of water.
The islands are 1,500 ft. long and 230
ft. wide.
Watertight sections of double-wall
steel casing in 300 ft. lengths were
fabricated in Texas, towed 1,700
miles to Norfolk and eventually
sunk into a leveled trench beneath
the sea. These formed the two mile-
long tunnels which are ventilated by
equipment located on the islands.
The mammoth project was com-
pleted through the efforts of six
major companies assisted by several
hundred subcontractors and sup-
pliers.
Designer of the project was the
St. Louis, Mo. consulting engineer-
ing firm of Sverdrup & Parcel.
A team of four companies was the
General contractor: Tidewater Con-
struction Corporation of Norfolk,
Va.; Raymond International, Inc.,
New York; Peter Kiewitt Sons' Co.,
Omaha, Neb.; and Merritt-Chapman
& Scott Corporation of New York.
Other nominated civil engineering
projects contending for the "Out-
standing Civil Engineering Achieve-
ment" award of the American So-
ciety of Civil Engineers are: The
Verrazano-Narrows Bridge and ap-
proaches in New York City; The
District Filtration Plant in Chicago,
and the Flood Control & Water Con-
servation Project of the Los Angeles
County Flood Control District.
The winning project will be
selected by a jury of editors of en-
gineering magazines. The winner
will be announced by the Board of
Direction of the American Society




A sheet of it will take 1400°F.
without wilting. Pound for pound,
it's nearly as strong as steel. It can
be machined or molded. A piece
only 1/32-inch thick will block an
electrical surge of 45,000 volts. It's
not measurably affected by a radia-
tion attack nearly 2 million times
stronger than would kill a man.
It's a new insulating material de-
veloped by General Electric: inor-
ganic bonded mica mat (IOBBM)
Mica has long been used as an
electrical and thermal insulator, of
course, but it's impossible to obtain
large enough pieces in nature to
fabricate into uniform segments.
GE's solution was to reconstruct the
mica into wafer-thin sheets and
laminate them to uniform thickness
using an inorganic bonding material.
The bonding material has effec-
tively added some 900 degrees to the
temperature threshold of mica, giv-
ing IOBBM significant advantages
over ceramics in the 500 to 1400 de-
gree range. One advantage is
weight: IOBBM has a specific gra-
vity of only 2.1 compared to cer-
amics' 3 to 4. And sheets of mica
laminate can be drilled, milled,
folded, sawed, punched, cut or filed
with little or no waste.
Applications of this new material
are limited only by the imagination
of development engineers. Its
unique combination of electrical
and thermal properties makes it
ideal for key structural components
which are subject to severe environ-
ments.











An attractive young coed was
having difficulty keeping her skirt
down about her shapely legs while
awaiting a bus on a windy Wash-
ington street corner. She was
aware of a young man watching
her discomfort with considerable
interest and she addressed him in
an irritated voice:
"It is obvious, sir, that you are
no gentleman."
With appreciation in his voice,
the man replied, "It's obvious that
you're not either."
There was a time when the mu-
sic at the St. Pat's Dance was so
bad that when a waiter dropped a
droolings
Stolen by Larry MacDonald, Sr. M.E.
tray, everybody got up and started
dancing.
Jack: "I'll bet you think twice
before you leave your wife alone
evenings."
Mack: "I'll say. First I have to
think up a reason for going out--
then I have to think up why she
can't go with me!"
The stranger walked up to the
Las Vegas dice table and laid down
a $1000 bet. He shook the dice,
but as he threw them, a third cube
fell unexpectedly from his sleeve.
The house operator was unruffled.








BOTTLED UNDER AUTI-IORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY
THE TERRE HAUTE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
and pocketed the third, saying,
"Roll again. Your point is 15."
There are only two kinds of park-
ing left on campus—illegal and no.
Drunk : "Ho, Lady, you got two
ver' beautiful legs."
Girl (snapping) : "How would
you know?"
Drunk : "I counted 'em."
Then there's the engineer who
made his own drink at a party.
It's called a Gin Daddy. It's made
with equal parts of gin, milk, and
sugar. It seems that the sugar
gives you energy, the milk gives
you pep, and gin gives you ideas of
what to do with all your pep and
energy.
•
"Do you really love her "
"Do I love her ? Why, I worship
the ground her father struck oil
on."
A lobbyist who was opposing a
large appropriation for a state col-
lege approached a legislator who
boasted of his self-education.
"Do you realize," asked the port-
34
ly lobbyist gravely, "that up at the
university men and women stu-
dents have to use the same cur-
riculum?"
The legislator looked startled.
"And that men and women often
matriculate together?"
"No!"
The lobbyist came closer and
whispered, "And a young lady stu-
dent can be forced to show a male
professor her thesis?"
"I won't vote them a damn cent!"
exclaimed the legislator.
First there was nothing-. Then
came the stone age, followed by
the bronze age. Next came the ma-
chine age, and now we're in the
space age. Space is nothing, so
we're back where we started.
Slowly, her eyes glowing softly,
the beautiful debutante raised a
glass on high, exulting: "Port wine
to me is the nectar of the gods, the
elixir of life. When I imbibe its
fluid, my soul begins to throb and
glow. The music of a thousand
muted violins whispers in my ear,
and I am transferred to the make-
believe world of magic. On the
other hand, beer makes me barf."
A girdle is an elastic supplement
to stern reality.
Science is making so many
strides ahead, almost daily, that it
gets increasingly difficult for the
layman to keep up. Latest inven-
tion we've heard about is a tooth-
paste with built-in food particles
for people who can't eat between
every brushing.
Then there was the M.E. who
thought that steel wool was the
fleece from a hydraulic ram.
Two hunters in Africa were
caught by cannibals and put into a
huge cooking pot. One man laugh-
ed hysterically. Annoyed, the other
asked: "What's so funny?" The
first one replied, "If they only




.'Why was my baby
born defective?'
FINISHED WITH THAT TEXT?
Turn It Into Cash At
PLATO'S
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Here's why a career with
CH RYS LE R Corporation
S PAC E Division
means more for you ...
▪ The scope of Chrysler's responsibilities as prime contractor for
SATURN I and the successor to this dependable vehicle,
SATURN IB, in NASA's long-range APOLLO program offers
positions 41 many disciplines where there is opportunity for you
to help shape the future of space exploration by utilization
of this versatile vehicle.
• Now is the time to come aboard . . . the most challenging
problems lie ahead as each phase of the program develops.
▪ At Chrysler creativity is appreciated and encouraged—and
accomplishment is recognized. Also, the men who work in the
SATURN-APOLLO program at Chrysler Space will enjoy the
satisfaction of seeing the results of their work in action.
▪ You will become part of a company that has over twelve years of
successful experience in the missile-space field. Included in
its achievements are vehicles that launched America's first two
astronauts and its early deep space probes.
• Assignments are made at three convenient space centers:
NEW ORLEANS, HUNTSVILLE and CAPE KENNEDY.
• For complete details about a career with Chrysler Corporation
Space Division, send your resume in complete confidence to:
Mr. Carl F. Lucksinger, Personnel Dept. C-164
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
P. O. Box 29200, New Orleans, La. 70129
44 SPACE DIVISION CHRYSLERA CORPORATION
An equal opportunity employer.
The small white rectangle above rep-
resents the approximate size of space
required to contain one page of news-
paper-size document reduced for stor-
age through NCR's PHOTOCHROMIC
MICRO-IMAGE process. The small
white dot on the right shows the area
that would hold thousands of micro-
capsules (cell-like structures con•
taining useful materials) produced
through NCR's amazing chemical proc-
ess of MICRO-ENCAPSULATION.
One apparent application of the
NCR Photochromic Micro-Image proc-
ess is that it permits easy and efficient
storage, access and reproduction of
voluminous data. The process of
Micro-Encapsulation has applications
cutting across many fields of interest
including paper coatings (such as on
our Carbonless Transfer paper), food,
pharmaceuticals, adhesives, etc.
Our Research and Development
programs are not limited to the fields
of Photochromics and Micro-Encap-
sulation. Rather, the programs ex-
tend into many disciplines including
physical and chemical research in the
areas of semi -conductor materials
and devices that will have practical
application in computer development
and add to the total effort of the
company. The NCR effort is concen-
trated on the total systems concept.
To determine whether your career
plans fit in with our research and de-
velopment plans, merely drop us a
note with a brief description of your
interests and scientific background.
Applications at all professional levels
will be considered. Write to: T. F.
Wade, Technical Placement, The
National Cash Register Company,
Main & K Streets, Dayton 9, Ohio.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
BE SURE TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY k
Advancement in a Big Company:
How it Works
An Interview with General Electric's C. K. Rieger, Vice President and Group Executive, Electric Utility Group
C. K. Rieger
• Charles K. Riegel- joined General Elec-
tric's Technical Marketing Program after
earning a BSEE at the University of Mis-
souri in 1936. Following sales engineering
assignments in motor, defense and home
laundry operations, he became manager of
the Heating Device and Fan Division in
1947. Other Consumer-industry management
positions followed. In 1953 he was elected
a vice president, one of the youngest men
ever named a Company officer. Mr. Rieger
became Vice President, Marketing Services
in 1959 and was appointed to his present
position in 1961. He is responsible for all
the operations of some six divisions com-
posed of 23 product operations oriented
primarily toward the Electric Utility market.
Q. How can I be sure of getting the
recognition I feel I'm capable of earn-
ing in a big company like G.E.?
A. We learned long ago we couldn't
afford to let capable people get lost.
That was one of the reasons why G.E.
was decentralized into more than a
hundred autonomous operating de-
partments. These operations develop,
engineer, manufacture and m3rket
products much as if they were inde-
pendent companies. Since each de-
partment is responsible for its own
success, each man's share of author-
ity and responsibility is pinpointed.
Believe me, outstanding performance
is recognized, and rewarded.
Q. Can you tell me what the "promo-
tional ladder" is at General Electric?
A. We regard each man individually.
Whether you join us on a training
program or are placed in a specific
position opening, you'll first have to
prove your ability to handle a job.
Once you've done that, you'll be given
more responsibility, more difficult
projects—work that's important to
the success of your organization and
your personal development. Your abil-
ity will create a "promotional ladder"
of your own.
Q. Will my development be confined
to whatever department I start in?
A. Not at all! Here's where "big com-
pany" scope works to broaden your
career outlook. Industry, and General
Electric particularly, is constantly
changing —adapting to market the
fruits of research, reorganizing to
maintain proper alignment with our
customers, creating new operations
to handle large projects. All this rep-
resents opportunity beyond the limits
of any single department.
Q. Yes, but just how often do these
opportunities arise?
A. To give you some idea, 25 percent
of G-E's gross sales last year came
from products that were unknown
only five or ten years ago. These new
products range from electric tooth
brushes and silicone rubber com-
pounds to atomic reactors arid inter-
planetary space probes. This chang-
ing Company needs men with ambi-
tion and energy and talent who aren't
afraid of a big job—who welcome the
challenge of helping to start new
businesses like these. Demonstrate
your ability—whether to handle com-
plex technical problems or to manage
people, and you won't have long to
wait for opportunities to fit your
needs.
Q. How does General Electric help
me prepare myself for advancement
opportunity?
A. Programs in Engineering, Manu-
facturing or Technical Marketing give
you valuable on-the-job training. We
have Company-conducted courses to
improve your professional ability no
matter where you begin. Under Tui-
tion Refund or Advanced Degree Pro-
grams you can continue your formal
education. Throughout your career
with General Electric you'll receive
frequent appraisals to help your self-
development. Your advancement will
be largely up to you.
FOR MORE INFORMATION on careers for engineers and scientists at General Electric, write
Personalized Career Planning. General Electric, Section 699-11. Schenectady, N. Y. 12305
GENERAL ELECTRIC
An Equal Opportunity Employer
